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Background
The city of Bamako, capital of the Republic of Mali is characterized by recurrent 

floods. The last to date happened on the 16

th

of May 2019 that resulted in 28 casualties, 

enormous academic losses and environmental pollution. A question often come into 

mind: what make the site of the city susceptible to floods? It is possible to predict the 

floods?

Bamako is located along the Niger River that crosses the city E-W but the city has 

rarely been flooded by the Niger River. Very often the city has been flooded by the 

rivers running down the hills surrounding the city. Any of these rivers is gauged. How 

is it possible to predict the hydrological behavior of such rivers? One has to rely on 

empirical models











Conceptual approach
Different attempt has been made to try to understanding the hydrology of the rivers 

but the research area has been focused on the administrative boundary of the city. Our 

approach is based on the definition of process at the drainage basin level. It takes into 

account all the contributing area around the city.

It is geomorphologically based, taking into account the morphometry characteristics of 

the rivers at different scales: drainage basin, tributaries and channel as well as a well 

definition of the geomorphological units of the city.



Methodology

- Geomorphometric analysis through remote sensing data ( Radar and satellite images)

- Participatory cartography of the effectively flooded area with the communities

- Fieldwork to record data about the river channels



Sources of data
- SRTM 30m resolution used to extract river network corrected using landsat 

images. The river network was organized into 19 drainage basins whose 

geomophometric parameters pertaining to hydrological behavior were extracted. 

Landsat images were used to process land cover.

- the cartography with the communities helped to define the spatial cover of 

former floods as well as the depth of floods on site which GPS location were 

recorded. Those depth were used on the SRTM 30m to carve flooded area.

- Measurement on the field of channel hydraulics characteristics pertaining to 

floods especially the bankfull discharge. Floods occur when bankfull discharge as 

a threshold is obtained.
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Processing of hydrologic behavior

02 main behavior were in sight: the time of response or time of concentration of the 

different drainage basins and the discharge especially the one which crosses the 

bankfull discharge.

- Time of response or time of concentration: Kirpich method. 

Tc= 0.0195k (L

0.77

/S

0.385

). 

- This model is used because of the input variables can be processed from SRTM30 

and landsat data. L is the length of the main river, S is the slope gradient, k is the 

kirpich adjustment factor related to the type of land cover.



- the bankfull discharge

Q=VA= (1/n (A*R

2/3

*S

1/2

)

R is the hydraulic Radius measured in the field, A, the flow area measured in the field, 

S the slope gradient processes from SRTM 30m, and n defined from landsat image or 

in the field.

- Apply a rainfall/discharge model to define the intensity of rainfall that can trigger 

this bankfull discharge. We are testing some methods used in Morocco is quite 

resembling climate.



Limitations of the method

- Low resolution of DEM efficient in hilly regions but not that good in flat areas. 

Better resolution means better definition of parameters

- high resolution can help make good maps of the geomorphological units

- Difficulties to provide accurate rainfall data because rain is very unequally 

distributed spatially.


